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District 19: Overview of Accommodation 
 
 
To:  District 19 Lodges 
 
From:  David Ryan, District Accommodation Officer 
 
Date:  19 May 2017 
 
 

 
 
Purpose 
 
This paper proposes an action plan to address the long-term accommodation needs of lodges and 
chapters in District 19.   
 
Scope 
 
This paper covers the greater Wellington region from Wellington city to Porirua.  At this time long-
term accommodation further north in the District is considered adequate.  In this paper the term 
‘lodges’ refers to both Craft lodges and side orders. 
 
Analysis of current situation 
 
• There are four buildings in Wellington where lodges meet: Brooklyn, central Wellington 

(Wellesley), Johnsonville, and Porirua.   
 
• Between them, the four buildings currently provide sufficient capacity for all lodges, ie there are 

no bottlenecks.  Given our falling membership, it is likely that demand for accommodation will 
continue to decline as some lodges close or merge.  Even if we were fortunate enough to see 
the creation of new lodges, there would still be sufficient capacity.   

 
• In structural terms, the four buildings are adequate currently but all face long-term issues. 
 

o Brooklyn 
In generally sound structural condition 
Good parking 
Not visible and a little isolated 
Plenty of space, two lodge rooms – could accommodate more lodges 
Lodges have catering choices 
Showing its age, exterior not attractive, damp, could benefit from a refresh 
Dedicated Masonic building 
Some lodges have moved from here to the Wellesley – a m0re central and attractive 
option? 
 

o Wellesley 
Attractive and in very good aesthetic condition 
Convenient central location – parking is usually good, but can be difficult at times 
One lodge room only – could accommodate more lodges, but this would be limited 
Small crush area 
Catering restricted – lodges must use the Wellesley’s own kitchen service 
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Requirement for earthquake strengthening 
Not a Masonic building recognised by Grand Lodge – but current owners have a 
proposal to address that  

 
o Johnsonville 

Good location for members who live in the northern suburbs 
Parking onsite or in the street 
One lodge room only but good other space – could accommodate more lodges 
Not visible to most passing traffic 
Lodges have catering choices 
Inadequate kitchen 
Dedicated Masonic building 
Historic but old, damp, could benefit from a refresh 

 
o Porirua 

Similar to Johnsonville 
Good location for members in the outer northern suburbs 
Parking onsite or in the street 
One lodge room only but good other space – could accommodate more lodges 
Lodges have catering choices, but kitchen is small 
Not visible to most passing traffic 
Dedicated Masonic building 
Old and apparently subsiding in one corner, could benefit from a refresh 

 
• All buildings face significant financial outlay in future for earthquake strengthening (Wellesley) 

or updating (other buildings).  Except for earthquake strengthening, this is not a requirement 
but is highly desirable to maintain the buildings in good condition for existing members and to 
attract new members.  

 
• Future expenditure on buildings and reduced income if lodges continue to close will place 

financial pressure on lodges that own their buildings and on lodges that are tenants (as rents 
must rise to cover costs).  Some lodges that are hall shareholders may not have sufficient funds 
to pay for upgrades (this is an assumption that needs to be confirmed).      

 
• All of the buildings are more or less well located and, given current building pressures in 

Wellington, they should be easy to sell (if that is the case).  Potential buyers might see value in 
the land only or might wish to refurbish the buildings.  

 
Conclusions 
 
• Supply exceeds demand now and into the future. 

 
• Unless our membership rises significantly, there is no need for the current number of buildings.  

There is an over-supply and under-utilisation of all existing buildings. 
 
What has been done to date? 
 
• District officers have searched for buildings and building sites in the greater Wellington region 

but, given our specific needs and the general lack of market supply, this has proven difficult.   
 

• There have been advanced discussions with a private developer proposing to build a retail 
complex behind the Countdown supermarket on Takapau Island (northward motorway off-
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ramp to Tawa).  This proposal is still ‘live’ but the developer has put that project on hold in the 
meantime while he focuses on Auckland.  Other commercial agents in the Wellington area have 
been asked to keep an eye out for us.  

 
Assumptions for the future 
 
• It is preferable to have more than one building to meet the needs of members in various parts of 

the region and for resilience purposes (if one building is closed by fire, earthquake etc).  Only 
one of the existing four buildings (Brooklyn) could accommodate all lodges without significant 
scheduling or storage problems.  
 

• It appears that money for most lodges will not be a problem.  Lodges that are hall shareholders 
will receive funds if they sell, while some lodges that currently don’t own buildings have 
proceeds from past building sales.  If funds from building sales are not used for building 
purposes, Grand Lodge can ask lodges to hand over those funds (some parties have questioned 
whether this is correct). 
 

• There are advantages for lodges to own a building if they can afford it.  A building is an 
investment likely to increase in value vs long-term uncertainties when renting a building. 

 
• Preferably our buildings should be well located, visible, modern, and have a supporting 

commercial income. 
 

• Two, or at most three, buildings are all that is required for current use and to cater for future 
growth. 

 
Proposed action plan 
 
1. Specify future accommodation supply 

 
Ask the hall companies at Brooklyn, Johnsonville, and Porirua to specify their future plans and 
preferences: do they intend to retain their halls and invest in upgrades, or do they prefer to sell? 
 
Determine the status of the Wellesley building: will earthquake strengthening take place and 
what inconvenience, if any, will this cause for lodges that meet there?  what are the current 
plans in terms of lodge ownership?  could it become a Masonic building recognised by Grand 
Lodge?  

 
2. Specify future accommodation demand 

 
Discuss the future viability and long-term needs of each lodge (District Master). 
 
Survey members to ask how far they would be prepared to travel to attend a lodge meeting 
(this is essentially to identify the northern-most point).  This could take the form of an easy 
online survey or Masters reporting back after asking members at their lodge meetings. 
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3. A: Do nothing  
 

If the hall companies and the Wellesley wish to retain the status quo, over-supply continues.  
Accommodation needs will continue to be met.  It is hoped that the hall companies would 
invest in upgrading their facilities. 
 
Grand Lodge cannot force hall companies to sell, and Grand Lodge has no influence over the 
actions of the Wellesley’s private owners.  The only involvement that Grand Lodge may have 
with the Wellesley is if current plans to divest ownership to lodges depend on the Wellesley 
being recognised by Grand Lodge as a Masonic building.    
 

3. B: Invest in a new Masonic building 
 
This is an option only if two or three current accommodation suppliers (hall companies and 
Wellesley) wish to sell/no longer provide accommodation, thereby reducing supply.   
 
Give the green light for hall companies to commence the sale process, and start the search for a 
section on which a building could be built or an existing building that could be converted.  The 
Takapau Island option could re-surface. 
 
If halls are sold before a new building is available, there may be a period during which some 
lodges may need to relocate temporarily to another building or they may be able to remain as 
tenants in their buildings.  This will need to be carefully managed to minimise this transitional 
period as there is the risk that the lack of a permanent home may discourage some members.  

 
Investment in a new Masonic building 
 
• The building should have the following characteristics. 
 

Required building characteristics – for new or converted building 

Located in the area where members say that they are prepared to travel  

Provide a commercial income from a separate part of the building provided that the 
commercial activity is not inconsistent with Masonic values and does not interfere with 
Masonic activities, eg liquor store  

Sufficient onsite and off-street parking – no restrictions on parking at any time of the week 

Solid construction and earthquake-proof, no asbestos 

Not a protected heritage site/building with restrictions on use or future renovations 

Has a ‘wow’ factor, creates a good impression about Freemasonry (does not have to be a new 
building – could be an old but updated/modernised building) 

Two lodge rooms fit for purpose (correct shape, ceiling height etc), plenty of space for 
meetings, refectory, storage 

Large, modern commercial kitchen – flexibility for lodges to organise their own catering 

Disabled access, lift access (if upstairs) 

Good visibility to passing traffic, not in an area that might be unsafe at night 

Preferred building characteristics – for new or converted building 

Close to a major road, motorway so that passing traffic can see Masonic signage 
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Not in an area where neighbours might complain about traffic, meetings at night 

Ability to rent out the kitchen, meeting rooms to provide extra income or for 
community/charitable purposes 

Ability to be converted to other uses (if building is sold in future) 
 
• The new Freemasons centre in Shirley, Christchurch, has many of the characteristics above.  

This centre was built on the site of an existing lodge room (for information and photos, see 
www.shirleyfreemasonscentre.co.nz). 
 

• Once a suitable site/building has been identified, the next steps will involve drawing up a 
detailed plan around funding, ownership structure, and involving lodges in building design.  It 
will be in everyone’s interests to ensure that lodges that do not provide funding are not 
disadvantaged in any way and that they are able to use the building on terms that are 
acceptable to both building owners and tenants.   


